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SHAKING hands with Bustos Mayor
Carlito Reyes

HOLDING a baby crocodile at the
Crocodile Farm in Puerto Princesa,
Palawan
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Nature's child
By Joey G. Alarilla
INQ7.net

EVEN as a child, Filipino-American Pamela
Santos has been drawn to the beauty of nature.
This made her goodwill tour to our country as
Miss Philippines USA 2002 not only a
pleasurable homecoming cum civic duty, but
also a chance to explore more of the natural
beauty of her native land.

"I like to go to places of quiet relaxation. I
prefer small islands where you can just
commune with nature," Santos shared in an interview with Global Nation when she
visited the INQ7.net office.

As part of her trip to the Philippines this January, Santos traveled to Palawan,
including stops at Roxas, Club Noah Isabelle and Coco Loco Island Resort. Santos
met with different government and private sector leaders as the spokesperson and
goodwill ambassador of the US-based Philippine American Communities Executive
Council (Pacec), organizer of the Miss Philippines USA pageant.

Santos recounted that some people were alarmed when they found out she was
going to Palawan, considering the US travel advisory on the Philippines and
security concerns.

"It's a shame, really, because the Philippines
has all this natural beauty," she said. She said,
however, that she is sure that the US and other
countries will soon realize the real situation and
know that the Philippines is a safe place to
visit.

How does this 22-year-old New Yorker feel
about representing two countries?

"It's really exciting. As the representative of
Pacec, I'm here to build good relations between
the Philippines and the US. There's an American
side and a Filipino side to me and I don't
believe that you have to sacrifice one for the
other. There's also the New York part. I think of myself as more of a New Yorker
than an American," she quipped.

While she has spent most of her young life in the US, Santos was born in the
Philippines. Her father Melencio hails from Bustos, Bulacan while her mother
Marilou comes from Biñan, Laguna.

Santos recounted that she never really lost touch with her Filipino roots.

Asked if it was difficult growing up as a Filipina in the US, she replied: "Growing
up, I didn't think about it too much. I only had my immediate family as role
models and they kept me in touch with my heritage. Then, toward the end of high
school, I joined Filipino clubs. I really gained interest in what it means to be
Filipino."

She admitted with a laugh that she loves a lot of Filipino food.

"Everything. I like a lot of desserts -- bibingka, suman," she said.
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POSING with schoolchildren in Roxas

During her recent Philippine visit, Santos even
had a homecoming to Bustos and Biñan. She
was able to participate in the founding week
festivities of Biñan, and proudly recounted that
the mayor introduced her as "a child of Biñan."

As a product of two cultures, Santos believes
that the Philippines and US can learn much
from each other's experiences. She is also
actively involved in the Filipino-American
community, and stressed that much work still
needs to be done for Fil-Ams to have a
stronger voice in US politics.

Santos is an assistant to New York State Gov. George E. Pataki for Community
Affairs, owning the distinction of being the youngest Filipino-American to be
appointed to the position. She is also a member of the board of directors of the
Filipino American Human Services Inc. and the 2003 board of the Philippine New
York Junior Chamber or Jaycees.

Santos has a full schedule promoting her causes such as AIDS awareness and
community relations, noting that she only has a few months left in her reign as
Miss Philippines USA 2002. This young achiever, however, does not find herself
daunted by all these projects, and called on the youth to also take up causes.

As with everything she does, Santos will work passionately for her causes -- and
will always be proud to be Filipino. 
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